images of the two frames renders information in the first frame more resistant to forgetting than information in the second: Most errors in the control condition were reports of a location that actually contained a dot in frame 1, not frame 2; in contrast, the reverse was true for two subjects in the saccade condition.
Thus, when two packets of information were presented at the same spatial location, but viewed during two different fixations so that their retinal locations were different, subjects saw the two packets as one image at the same spatial location. But when the spatial locations of the packets differed, even though the retinal coordinates were matched to the condition that produced integration, subjects saw two spatially separated images that they could not easily integrate. In both cases, perceptual experience reflects environmental events.
We hypothesize that the integration of information indicated by the saccade condition requires the use of a special memory, previously named an integrative visual buffer (6). Our experiment implies that packets of information with the same spatial coordinates, but different retinal coordinates, are properly aligned spatially in the buffer (7). This fused and spatially correct image is then available for further information processing (8).
At least two identifiably different memories may be involved early in the stream of visual information processing. One piece of evidence supporting this conclusion comes from a comparison of the time course of the integration phenomenon when the eyes move with the time course when no eye movements are required (2) . Across subjects, accuracy increased as frame onset asynchrony increased from 164 to 184 to 224 msec (Table 1) . This effect may obtain within a single subject as well: Subject 3 was rerun in the saccade condition with a signal to initiate his saccade before frame I onset, and with frame I durations of 27, 87, 127, and 4.67 msec (and hence, frame onset asynchronies of 64, 124, 164, and 204 msec). His accuracy was 41.9, 59.5, 53.5, and 63.4 percent, respectively. This result suggests that there is either an increase or no change in performance with frame onset asynchrony within the range investigated. In either case, it stands in contrast to that reported for integration within a single fixation (2) , where accuracy decreases with increasing frame onset asynchrony within a similar range of values. This comparison suggests that different mechanisms underlie integration in the two contexts.
One intriguing possibility to account for these different effects is that early in the visual system, there is a storage site in which information is coded retinotopically, and in which this information is subject to integration and erasure effects by new entries that arrive within some time window. Later in the system, there may be another storage site that codes information by environmental coordinates, one that has a different set of time variables governing integration and erasure. Our results, along with the results of others, begin to lay the groundwork for investigating this second stage of information storage (9). This, in turn, offers a new opportunity to understand one of the most fundamental and intriguing of perceptual phenomena, the experience of a continuous visual world despite temporally discontinuous input.
JOHN was taken with a camera moving toward the girl's head while pointing directly at the head. Multiple exposure (right) was taken with a camera moving toward the head while pointing to one side (arrow). The center of the expanding flow pattern did not coincide with the direction of motion, but with the direction of the camera's "gaze." some point in the external world other than the point toward which he is moving. In this case, the flow pattern's center is displaced away from the direction of motion and coincides with the direction of gaze (4) . We conclude that, contrary to Gibson's suggestion, the center of the expanding flow pattern in the retinal image does not provide a generally useful aid to accurately judging the direction of self motion (5).
We have searched for some feature of the transforming retinal image that could indicate the direction of self motion whatever the direction of gaze. One candidate is the local rate of change of magnification. For some visual environments, when an observer moves through the exterpal world, the rate of change of magnification is greater at the retinal image of the point toward which he is moving than at neighboring points in the retinal image (6). Compared with the location of the center of the expanding flow pattern, the location of the maximum rate of change of magnification within the retinal image has the geometrical advantage of being independent of the direction of gaze. We investigated whether, in practice, subjects can accurately judge the position of a local maximum in the rate of change of magnification independently of direction of gaze.
As an external object we used a sinewave grating for simplicity and because visual responses to such gratings have been much studied. This visual stimulus roughly corresponded to approaching an extended line of vertical fence posts, these posts appearing somewhat blurred.
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In our experiments the observer did not move. Instead we mimicked the spatial transformations of the retinal image caused by self motion by geometrically distorting the image of the sine-wave grating presented to the observer. The rationale of this experiment was to optically dissociate two aspects of the retinal image, namely the expanding flow pattern and nonuniformity in the rate of change of magnification.
The vertical 30 percent contrast grating stimuli were generated on the face of a cathode-ray tube (Tektronix, model 608) by a PDP 11/34 computer. Between stimulus presentations, the screen was uniformly illuminated and patternless. Each presentation consisted of a 2-second expanding pattern, starting from a uniform spatial frequency. (At the end of the presentation the spatial frequency was usually not uniform, being lowest at the point of maximum rate of magnification change). The motion of the pattern consisted of two components, one being an expansion and one an overall translational motion. Figure 2 illustrates three of the six expansions or spatial transformations. In terms of our notional line of fence posts, changing the value of n can be regarded as planting the fence posts along a new curve. In separate experiments, we used different values of exponent n. While expanding, the pattern moved bodily sideways. Thus, at the center of the screen, the pattern never moved, though it moved everywhere else on the screen. Subjects fixated on the stationary center of the screen; a mark on the glass screen was provided to aid fixation. This mimicked the situation when a moving observer looks steadily at some fixed point in the outside world that is not necessarily his destination (4). The grating pattern contained a vertical black bar, created by blanking one whole grating cycle, which provided a reference mark on the pattern and mimicked a fixed reference mark in the outside world. In different presentations, the point of maximum rate of magnification was located either on the bar or at four different distances to the left or to the right of the black bar, and the black bar was located either at the center of the screen or at one of four different distances to the left or to the right of center. The nine different positions of the bar mimicked nine different directions of gaze relative to a fixed reference object in the outside world (that is, the black bar), and the nine different locations of the local maximum rate of magnification mimicked nine different directions of self motion for each direction of gaze. The rate of change of magnification was equivalent to the forward view from an automobile traveling at 55 km/hour directly at a wall 76 m away (7). With n = 1.0, the subject's task was to judge whether the center of the flow pattern was to the left or right of the black bar. With n < 1.0, the subject's task was to judge whether the maximum rate of change of magnification was to the left or to the right of the black bar. Feedback was provided. The 81 stimulus conditions were interleaved under computer control, and presentations continued until ten responses had been obtained for each condition. Thresholds were then computed by probit analysis.
Consider first the results for expansion patterns whose rate of change of magnification was uniform (n = 1.0) or nearly uniform (n = 0.9) over the whole visual field. With n = 1.0, subjects could not do the task at all. With n = 0.9, subjects either could not do the task or were only able to judge the direction of self motion to a very poor accuracy of about 5°to 10° (  Fig. 3, A and B) . All of these visual stimuli for n = 1.0 and n = 0.9 contained an expanding flow pattern with a clear center. These findings show that, contrary to Gibson's suggestion (1) .
itself is not an effective visual stimulus for judging the direction of self motion. Subjects performed differently for expansion patterns for which the rate of change of magnification was markedly greater along the (notional) direction of self motion than elsewhere (n = 0.5 and n = 0.3 in Fig. 3, A and B) . For these stimuli, a subject's accuracy in the psychophysical task was as high as 0.03°. These stimuli contained a clear center of expansion, but in view of our results for n = 1.0 we assume that subjects were not using the location of the center of flow pattern expansion to judge the simulated direction of self motion. We suppose that subjects used the location of 
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